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What if we considered a solo show as a self-invested project. We could then wonder whether or not one is
worth the investment. Let‟s consider the fact that producing a solo show for, let‟s say, a young, white, male,
British artist is like throwing bills into a ditch. It is never coming back. No one is going to sell anything,
because we are still in the process of questioning the necessity of selling at an “emerging” age. We are too
busy complaining about the system we love to hate, trying to understand what a commodity is, what it is we
are buying or selling, what we need to function in this society and then again if functioning in this society
makes all that sense anyways. Not that we should walk out like Thoureau, but really, collectively, does
anybody know where we are going? “The spectacle [...] is its own product, and it has made its own rules: it
is a pseudo-sacred entity”. Debord said it in „69, talking about a consumption system that was already
feeding itself. And we are still here. We have been in it so long that now we call it post-capitalism.
Anthropocene, the great era of post-something. Because once everyone has a conscious idea of what
history is, we really can‟t seem to live our life without quoting it every two or three seconds.

So what this hypothetical young, white, male, British artist would do is take into consideration everything
said above (more or less) in order to read it through the idea of privilege. We don‟t feel privileged, and yet
we are. If you are a white person living in a western society you already won the lottery twice. You can feel
it a little bit more and a little bit harder when you are male. Even more if you are born on the land of Queen
Elizabeth II.
There is an obvious layer of hypocrisy. The very attempt of analyzing privilege conceives a position below
it, but also a position above it. There is always something that could be a bit better, something that could be
improved, in order to climb another step up. A crave for the top, the best, the most new, possibly the
biggest, most definitely the highest. Getting it can be a painful process, but in the common conception of
diffused and always deserved uniqueness, “at the top” is the closest synonymous of happy (what a word
this one, anything becomes horribly cheesy when associated to it). This feeling, or rather, the appearance
of its presence, is the new commodity. Our life is perfect, we see everything expanding neatly in front of us.
And yet certain things remain hidden in the darkness of our lower level.
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T is a space caught into another space, a place for exhibitions that walked into a photo studio; or maybe a space
of photographers which is looking for a path in the milanese art scene. T is a symbiotic relationship. Artists and
curators share their thoughts and their space, practice feeds theory, theory strengthens practice. T is our autonomy, the responsibility given by our choices.
T is t-space.
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